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TransVac Premiers Advanced Hospital Waste, Recycling and Soiled Linen Solution at Arab Health
Innovative Waste and Soiled Linen Solution Saves Hospitals Millions, Reduces Exposure to Unhealthy
Materials and Improves Staff Efficiency
Denver, CO (January 13, 2014) – TransVac Solutions, the trusted leader in automated trash, recycling
and soiled linen collection and transport solutions for hospitals, will be the sponsor of the Exhibitor
Meeting Point at the US Pavilion at Arab Health in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, Jan. 27-30, 2014.

TransVac will demonstrate for the first time at Arab Health the advantages of automating the collection
and transport of waste, recycling and soiled linen in hospitals. TransVac’s solution has been installed in
many of the leading hospitals worldwide.

Unlike traditional, manual methods of moving dirty materials through hospitals by means of carts,
elevators and gravity chutes, the TransVac solution transports trash, recycling and soiled linen at high
speed from every floor through a sealed, dedicated path in the hospital to a central collection point.

As a result, hospital patient and staff exposure to potentially infectious soiled linen and trash is
minimized while reinforcing the appearance of a clean, healthy, healing environment. Additionally,
hospitals save millions of dollars over the life of the facility through improved logistics, labor savings and
designs that free up real estate and optimize building function.

TransVac leadership and senior management will be available to answer questions, make presentations
and accept requests for budgetary and technical proposals for new hospital projects. TransVac will
actively seek local qualified partners in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and other global markets.
--MORE--

TransVac also offers architectural firms serving the Middle East American Institute of Architects (AIA)
Continuing Education credit. Staff will be available to schedule future learning sessions while at Arab
Health. For more information about TransVac’s Arab Health participation, contact Tim Burleigh at +1
303.356.1889 or e-mail tburleigh@transvacsolutions.com.

About Arab Health

Established 38 years ago, the Arab Health Exhibition and Congress provides a platform for the world’s
leading manufacturers, wholesalers and distributors to meet the medical and scientific community in
the Middle East and beyond.

About TransVac Solutions

TransVac is a Denver, Colo. USA-based professional design and engineering company with more than 40
years of success providing turnkey solutions for hospitals, utilizing industry-leading capabilities in LEED
and EBD design and space utilization.

TransVac sets the standard for waste, recycling and soiled linen collection and transport solutions for
hospitals. The company provides proven, best practices for making hospitals cleaner, more sanitary
healing environments for patients while saving money on the collection and transport of dirty materials.
TransVac has installed systems in many of the world's leading healthcare facilities, and continues to
expand its advanced technologies into other applicable markets including hotels, airports, mixed-use
developments and large entertainment venues. Visit www.transvacsolutions.com to learn more.
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